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The new YNAB is a web-based product, with fully-featured mobile apps, so you have total access to
your budget all the time from anywhere! No need to sync with Dropbox (YAY!), and with the option
of direct import functionality from your bank or financial institution, it makes it easy to stay up-to-
date on transactions! There are all-new features like goals (youll love them!), all-new credit card

handling (so much easier!), more flexible quick budgeting options and easier reconciliation just to
name a few! Matthew Smith: Good ideas as always. Well, thank you, YNAB. Good work. I

appreciate it. If you're interested or anybody knows anybody at YNAB and would like to tell us
more about how these emails perform, we would love to know. We'd love to share that. We'd love
to get more people exposed to YNAB. It's a cool brand. Cool stuff as usual. Leave comments in the
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YouTube thread, subscribe to our YouTube channel so that we can continue to provide you with
updated good content, even really good content. We'll be back next Friday. The new YNAB is a
web-based product, with fully-featured mobile apps, so you have total access to your budget all

the time from anywhere! No need to sync with Dropbox (YAY!), and with the option of direct
import functionality from your bank or financial institution, it makes it easy to stay up-to-date on

transactions! There are all-new features like goals (you'll love them!), all-new credit card handling
(so much easier!), more flexible quick budgeting options and easier reconciliation just to name a
few! When you have YNAB installed on a computer that is being backed up, you can restore YNAB
4 to this computer by using the same installation media your backup was made on. YNAB has a

free 15 day trial, and then is offered at a charge. The price can be found here. YNAB answers your
questions.
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the new ynab is a web-based product, with fully-featured mobile apps, so you have total access to
your budget all the time from anywhere! no need to sync with dropbox (yay!), and with the option
of direct import functionality from your bank or financial institution, it makes it easy to stay up-to-
date on transactions! there are all-new features like goals (youll love them!), all-new credit card

handling (so much easier!), more flexible quick budgeting options and easier reconciliation just to
name a few! we highly recommend reading through the transition guide, and considering making

a fresh start. for instance, depending on your overspending settings in ynab 4 and if you used
future-dated transactions, your account balances, to be budgeted, and available amounts may not
look the same. we assure you, all the money in your accounts is in your budgetyou may just need
to move some money around and make a few adjustments. for now, you can use the new version

for desktop or laptop, but there will be a time when you can only use the new version on your
mobile device. we recommend you back up your data so you can continue using ynab on a mobile
device once you upgrade to ynab 4. the first one is "/", which is the default home screen. this will
take you to your ynab 4 dashboard. you can see all the features of ynab 4. you can also see a list
of your saved budgets and budgets with pending transactions. the second button is "/budgets",
which will take you to your budgets. the third button is "/print", which is where you can print a
detailed report of your transactions and your budgets. the fourth button is "/reports", which will

take you to your reports and generate a detailed report of your budgets. lets look at each of these
buttons in more detail. youll find all the information in the following screenshots. 5ec8ef588b
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